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1. Executive Summary 
The main objective of EuropeanPioneers, an acceleration programme led by the Berlin-
based company builder and startup-expert European Innovation Hub (Germany) and its four 
partners Fraunhofer IAIS (Germany), ThoughtBox (Ireland), Weblify (Poland) and F-Secure 
(Finland), was to support the Future Internet Public Private Partnership Programme (FI-PPP) 
by supporting 25 European startups in 4 different business areas in the domain of social 
connected TV, smart city services, e-learning and pervasive games using FIWARE 
technologies. 
Originally, the 25 startups were supposed to be selected in the run of three open calls and 
should be supported by three programmes with a duration of 8 months. After the first 
successful open call this approach was slightly adjusted by (a) reducing the number of open 
calls from three to two open calls, and (b) by widening the second call for startups to cover 
the three wider core areas social & learning, media & content and smart cities. 
The 25 startups went through our 8-months programme offering business- and FIWARE-
related support. By running this programme and supporting those teams we promoted and 
tested the FIWARE platform in real environments where entrepreneurs are encouraged to 
use the technology enablers in their product and test it with users. 
While working with the different FIWARE technologies and at the same time developing their 
businesses further, the startups received guidance and mentorship from expert individuals in 
digital business or relevant fields. We also brought the teams to different places in Europe 
organizing our training days that took place every two months not only in Berlin, where the 
coordinator European Innovation Hub is located, but also to Tel Aviv and London where 
startup ecosystems are vibrant and relevant. This helped the entrepreneurs strengthen their 
innovative processes and develop strong business models that will contribute and fortify the 
growing digital ecosystem in Europe. 
 
In order to achieve the aforementioned goals, EuropeanPioneers addressed specific 
objectives to harbor a successful FI-PPP ecosystem. EuropeanPioneers followed a four-
step-approach with the following targets: 
 

● strengthen the european web entrepreneur and SME ecosystem in media, education 
and gaming markets by providing SMEs with business skills in developing Minimum 
Viable Products (MVPs), testing and iterating business models, running lean startups 
through constant coaching, training and mentoring 

● identify 25 SMEs from a wide range of European countries through Open Calls  
● leverage FIWARE specific and generic enablers to build innovative, scalable product 

for the four media related market domains 
● user testing of startup MVPs  
 

The programme took place over two years from June 2014 to May 2016 and supported 25 
startups in developing their products and bringing them to market. This report summarises 
the key highlights of the programme in supporting product development on FIWARE, user 
testing, startup pilots and highlights of traction from the startups.   



 

2. Summary Description of project context and 
objectives 

2.1. Project Context 
The Future Internet Public Private Partnership Programme (FI-PPP) connects public service 
infrastructures with business processes and enables them to act in a smarter and more 
effective way. During Phase 2 of the FI-PPP, specifically in the use case, “FI Content”, 
various Specific Enablers and content-specific platforms were developed to provide a 
framework for new applications especially in the domains of social connected TV, smart city 
services, e-learning and pervasive games. Phase 3 involves European stakeholders, 
particularly small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) and web entrepreneurs, as 
developers of highly innovative infrastructures based on rich-data services and applications, 
through various Open Calls in order to build new and innovative Internet services and 
applications. Doing so ensured that FI-PPP received feedback for the developed 
technologies, and SMEs and web entrepreneurs were enabled to access research-intensive 
technologies for fostering their innovative capacities in Europe. 
In this context, the project EuropeanPioneers, led initially by the Berlin-based company 
builder etventure (Germany) and later on by the etventure-subsidiary European Innovation 
Hub (Germany) and its partners Fraunhofer IAIS (Germany), ThoughtBox (Ireland), Weblify 
(Poland) and F-Secure (Finland), proposed to build the accelerator “EuropeanPioneers” in 
order to, not only support web entrepreneurs and SMEs that are building on top of the 
technologies developed in Phase 1 of FI-PPP and the Phase 2 use case “FI content”, but to 
also maximize its usability, current customer base and exposure. The goal of 
EuropeanPioneers was that the Specific Enablers by FI Content as well as Generic Enablers 
by FIWARE are used and evaluated by at least 25 web entrepreneurs and SMEs, which 
address several markets within Europe. Doing so allowed them to develop completely new 
content-centric products and services as well as to use innovative technologies to 
complement and optimize their existing ones. 
The project was built on the assumption that the key benefit for these web entrepreneurs and 
SMEs would be the prevention of costly and time-consuming in-house developments, which 
are often very difficult due to limited development resources, especially for young startup 
companies. 
EuropeanPioneers always acted in a flexible manner when supporting new activities, which 
was done through adaptation of the initial resources on a dynamic basis during the span of 
the programme. Particularly the EuropeanPioneers accelerator provided business and 
technology related resources through mentoring, participation in events, and communication 
to push visibility for the participants. 

2.2. Project Objectives 
The main objective of the acceleration programme EuropeanPioneers was to support the 
Future Internet Public Private Partnership Programme (FI-PPP) by supporting 25 European 
startups in 4 different business areas in the domain of social connected TV, smart city 
services, e-learning and pervasive games. This was achieved through promoting and testing 
the FIWARE platform in real environments where entrepreneurs are encouraged to use the 



 

technology enablers in their product and test it across prospective users. The startups or 
SMEs received guidance and mentorship from expert individuals in the digital business or 
relevant fields. This helped the entrepreneurs strengthen their innovative processes and 
develop strong business models that will contribute and fortify the growing digital ecosystem 
in Europe. 
In order to achieve the aforementioned goals, EuropeanPioneers addressed specific 
objectives to harbour a successful FI-PPP ecosystem. To do so EuropeanPioneers followed 
a four-step-approach with the following targets: 

 
Objective: 
Strengthen the European web entrepreneurs and SMEs in media, education and online 
services in order to shape its competitive position and growth 

        
Approach: 
The EuropeanPioneers programme focused on providing the startups and SMEs with 
valuable training, knowledge and insights concerning business related topics like developing 
a stable and successful business model, as well as addressing FI technologies, particularly 
the implementation of FIWARE enablers. The startups received continuous mentorship and 
regular in-person and remote training sessions or workshops - especially in the run of the 3-
days long training days that were organized every two months in Berlin, London or Tel Aviv, 
where the startups came together and got in touch with large groups of experts and mentors. 
Supported by their mentors as well as the EuropeanPioneers coaches on the business and 
tech side, the teams were able to complement their ideas and early businesses with strong 
and validated business models. By participating in events in Europe - partly organized and 
supported by FIWARE - the startups benefited by their increased exposure to the public and 
to influencers. In addition, the teams were presented to the public by hosting two 
professional demo days in Berlin with more than 250 guests each. This was also made 
possible by the dissemination of the EuropeanPioneers brand and its connected ecosystems 
in Europe (mainly in Germany, UK, Ireland, Poland and Israel). 
All in all, the programme supported the startups/SMEs in establishing strong, competitive 
and sustainable new businesses for the European FI-PPP ecosystem. By selecting 
startups/SMEs that are diverse in their origin countries and industries, the programme further 
contributed to fuelling and connecting vibrant ecosystems across Europe and H2020-
associated countries. 
  
Objective: 
Identify the most promising 25 web entrepreneurs and/or SMEs from at least 5 European 
countries through the execution of 3 European-wide, fully transparent Open Calls 

    
Approach: 
The EuropeanPioneers programme worked on developing an efficient process for publishing 
the open calls and selecting the startups/SMEs with the most potential. Due to its Europe-
wide presence and network and carefully carried-out marketing and PR activities, 
EuropeanPioneers was able to attract a large and qualified pool of applicants for the first 
open call with 265 applications after only two months of promotion. The well-established 
EuropeanPioneers brand as well as the attractive offer of up to € 250k funding attracted not 
only many startups but many high-quality teams and businesses. Due to the unexpected 
high number of applications during the first round the initial plan of three Open Calls was 



 

changed to two bigger Open Calls in order to gain more visibility for the startups as well as 
the FIWARE technology. This was decided with the aim to dedicate more project time to the 
support of the 25 teams in total and to decrease the months used per person for promotion 
of open calls. 
After the first programme the supported startups praised the programme and recommended 
it to their peers. The EuropeanPioneers and FIWARE brand became even more established, 
and the EuropeanPioneers teams became more experienced in finding the right teams by 
scouting them at important events or in their individual networks. This made the second open 
call even more successful: 661 applications were submitted when the second Open Call 
came to an end.  
To ensure a fair and structured selection process for the batches, the programme 
coordinators established an evaluation process based on benchmarked learnings and 
lessons from own experiences during the first open call. All criteria, decisions and a 
condensed feedback was made available to the applying teams. The selection committee 
was composed of several business and technology experts in addition to the programme 
coordinators and worked with democratic processes throughout. 
  
Objective: 
Leverage Specific Enablers and Generic Enablers in order to build innovative, scalable 
Minimum Viable Products for media-related market domains 

         
Approach: 
The EuropeanPioneers programme supported the implementation of FIWARE enablers by 
extensive training and workshop sessions, carried out by members of the consortium as well 
as external mentors. Moreover, the product development and testing included extensive 
evaluations and eventually implementations of different enablers. These activities were 
constantly encouraged and accompanied by the consortium members. The training activities 
carried out during the Welcome and Training Days focused on supporting the SMEs in 
applying Future Internet technologies for their Minimum Viable Products. The teams were 
enabled to test and evaluate Generic and Specific Enablers, to integrate Enablers into their 
existing software products and therefore foster the evaluation and take-up of FI-PPP 
technologies. Due to a lack of testing and deployment procedures of FIWARE enablers, the 
programme initially focussed more on general adaptations and improvements than product-
specific ones. During the second batch, the startups/ SMEs were asked to provide 
contributions to the existing deployment and testing procedures and to provide real-world 
usage scenarios and tutorial-like examples and demonstrations. By this, EuropeanPioneers 
built on top of cross-border industries. In addition, the programme focused - in line with the 
etventure-DNA - on fast deployment, innovation, prototyping and rapid user testing in real 
markets and situations. 
 
Objective: 
Ensure the large scale testing of the products developed with Minimum Viable Products built 
on top of FI-PPP technologies and platforms 

   
Approach:  
In addition to the guidance in the product development, EuropeanPioneers offered the teams 
a framework and the network that allowed them to conduct user testing and receive 
validation of their business from important partners and influencers or clients. One main 



 

success factor of the coordinator etventure (and later on European Innovation Hub) in 
building digital products is the execution of early and extensive user testing activities with the 
goal to receive feedback about the own business and to be able to detect habits, preferences 
and needs of the relevant target groups. Having this is mind, EuropeanPioneers asked all 
teams to spare a certain amount of money and time for user testing activities supervised by 
etventure’s subsidiary European Innovation Hub.  
The approach that was followed for user testing activities was a very individual one that fit 
the businesses models, the company stage, the geographic position of the teams as well as 
their testing needs. For some teams testing meant a rather technical approach by doing 
quality tests for the developed software (e.g. the gaming advertisement startup 
“GameGenetics”). For other teams user testing meant to test the developed product with 
prospective clients (e.g. the google glass technology for dentists developed by “eloptico”). 
And again for other teams user testing meant to attract as many users for the newly 
developed app and to use them as beta testers (e.g. for the new app developed by the music 
messaging service “Doowapp”). 
As the majority of the startups/ SMEs are based on a B2B model, the user testing was 
focussing on conducting highly qualitative testing with relevant business partners. By this, 
the testing produced relevant feedback and did not rely on involving a specific number of 
users.  
 

3. Descriptions of the main results and 
foregrounds 

 
The European Pioneers accelerator took place between June 2014 to May 2016 in two 
programmes with a duration of eight months accelerating 25 startups in total.  
Each of the two programmes was structured similar as listed below: the evaluation of 
startups through a three to four-month promotion, evaluation and screening process followed 
by the accelerator activities over 8 months with the startups. 
 
Each programme had the following process for startup evaluation and acceleration: 
 
(A) Promotion, Evaluation & Selection (3-4 months) 
○ Call for startups across media, startup networks, F6S, tech meetups, large scale 

startup events, consortia-networks 
○ Startup evaluation & selection on F6S and EuropeanPioneers application & 

evaluation platform 
○ Shortlisting relevant startups and inviting them to pitch in Berlin  
○ Decision by Selection Committee comprising internal and external evaluators from 

the tech and venture community to select startups for the programme 
 

(B) Acceleration programme (8 months) 
○ Regular mentoring with the startups and facilitating connections to venture, tech 

community and corporate pilot leads 
○ KPI targets and monitoring  



 

○ Coordinating and organising training day events with the startup and venture 
community  

○ FIWARE product development support 
○ Press coordination and communication of activities on social media and blogs 
○ Startup User Testing 
○ Pitch and presentation training  
 

3.1 Promotion, evaluation and selection of EuropeanPioneers 
startups 
 
EuropeanPioneers used the following process for evaluating, shortlisting and selecting 
startups over 3- 4 months prior to each accelerator programme. 

3.1.1 Promotion  
In order to attract relevant startups, EuropeanPioneers promoted the programme across 
multiple channels and events inviting startups to apply to the accelerator: social media, 
meetups, tech events, large scale events (e.g. Pioneers Festival, 4YFN, CeBit, ECFI 2), 
press, blogs, promo on f6s.com and promo in startup networks. Especially events in various 
forms still provided a suitable and successful communications instrument. The consortium 
followed the strategy to participate in certain events, to host presentations as part of bigger 
events and to organize own events.  
In the run of the first year the consortium participated in 14 different events with an audience 
of approx. 60,000 participants. The consortium held presentations at 14 events with approx. 
35,000 participants. The consortium organized four own events with approx. 400 
participants.  
During the second year of the programmeme the consortium attended 26 different events 
with an audience of approx. 450,000 participants. The consortium held presentations at 12 
events with approx. 1,160 participants and organized five own events with approx. 480 
participants. Further promotion activities will be explained a bit more in detail in the 
dissemination section.  

3.1.2 Startup Evaluation  
Following the start and promotion of the Open Call for startup submissions to 
EuropeanPioneers, applications were collected on F6S and EuropeanPioneers in-house 
startup assessment platform to review and shortlist startup teams.  
 
Evaluators were selected in a transparent process based on their experiences in one or 
several of the EuropeanPioneers market domains (Social Connected TV, Pervasive Gaming, 
E-Learning and Smart City Services) as well as for their knowledge in the fields of new 
media or new technologies. In programme 2 these domains were modified to social & 
learning, media & content and smart cities. 
 
The evaluation of startups was distributed between evaluators from etventure/European 
Innovation Hub, consortia partners and invited external evaluators to create shortlist of 



 

startups to invite to pitch their team, product, technology and business plan to a selection 
committee in Berlin. 
 
EuropeanPioneers used two platforms to coordinate the startups applications and selections 
● F6s.com - a fast growing platform for startup acclerator applications 
● EuropeanPioneers Inhouse evaluation platform 
Startups could apply by registering and providing the requested information (questionnaire) 
on either platform.   
 
f6s.com 
After an initial filtering based on the minimum criteria requirements (see below), evaluators 
assigned a star grading of 1-5 for each startup based on the responses and information in 
the questionnaire. They had an option to provide notes and feedback on each startup. 
 
The following screenshots show examples of applications evaluated by EuropeanPioneers 
on f6s.com  
 

 
Figure 1: Screenshot of F6S.com evaluation 1 



 

 
Figure 2: Screenshot of F6S.com evaluation 2 

 
EuropeanPioneers Startup Assessment platform 
Similar to the process on f6s.com, startups using the EuropeanPioneers evaluation platform 
filled out a startup questionnaire with their info. After an initial filtering based on the minimum 
criteria requirements (see above) evaluators assigned a star grading of 1-5 for each startup 
and provided their notes on the startup according to the following assessment areas on the 
EuropeanPioneers assessment platform. 
 
Assessment criteria 
● Overall Innovation of the proposed products or services (e.g. new to the market or a 
new combination of existing production features etc.) 
● Technologically innovation; to what extent was the product or service creative and 
technological ground-breaking 
● Scalability of the product and international scalability of the business as a whole 
● Ability to utilize FIWARE technology and the proposed way of usage of FIWARE 
technologies 
● Quality of the proposed solution on a technological level / ability to implement the 
proposed technological application 
● Size of potential market, market demand and competitive advantage 
● Quality of the project plan and budget and justification of the requested resources 
 
The following screenshots of the European Pioneers Startup Assessment platform show the 
workflow of the evaluation process including the aggregation of startup evaluation scores by 
multiple evaluators. 



 

 
Figure 3: Startup Applicant Responses to Questionnaire 

 

 
Figure 4: Example of aggregation of scores by multiple evaluators 

 



 

3.1.4 Startup Selection 
Each team was asked to answer a series of questions about their company, product, target 
market, competition, go-to-market strategy, investment, team, board, FIWARE application 
and use of funds. They also were required to upload a financial plan, executive summary and 
an investor presentation for evaluation. 
 
Startup applications were filtered according to minimum threshold criteria  
 
Selection Criteria - Minimum Threshold 
● Legal entity created in an EU member state or associated country 
● At least two team members 
● Minimum usage of one (or better several) generic / specific enablers 
● Pitch Deck and FIWARE architecture graph, and  
 
All 265 Startups of the first batch and 661 startups of the second batch that had applied to 
EuropeanPioneers and met the minimum threshold, were evaluated and scored. In both 
selection phases the teams were then shortlisted based on the scores and a selection was 
invited to present to the Selection Committee in Berlin.  
 
Final Selection 
During evaluation (1st batch: 1st - 11th of November 2014 / 2nd batch: )  - the experts 
scored the startups based on their responses to the questionnaire (see above). Afterwards a 
shortlist was compiled. The startups on this list were invited to Berlin to the Selection Days.  
 
Programmeme 1 
23 Startups from 12 different countries were invited to pitch at the selection day in Berlin. 
The Selection Committee containing business experts and the FIWARE coach Thierry 
Nagelen (Orange) reviewed the startup pitches and discussed each startups’ prospects 
including FIWARE architecture. Twelve teams were identified as potential candidates for the 
programmeme - three of them were asked to clarify certain aspects that were not clear after 
the pitch. After reviewing the additional information the teams provided afterwards, all twelve 
startups could enter the programmeme. 
 
Programmeme 2 
40 startups were invited to pitch at the selection days in Berlin. As one team declined finaly 
39 teams traveled to Berlin to pitch in front of the Selection Days - this time the selection had 
to be made on two days as the high number of applicants made it necessary to invite more 
teams. The Selection Committee containing business experts and the FIWARE coach Joel 
Riga (Orange) reviewed the startup pitches and discussed each startups’ prospects 
including FIWARE architecture.  Although at least 20 teams showed such high quality that 
they could have joined the programmeme, the committee had to make their decision and 
chose 13 startups that were invited to enter the programmeme.  
 
Following the final selection of startups, each team was informed by email and invited to join 
the accelerator programmeme. 



 

3.2 Accelerator Procedures 
Contractual Procedures - List of Agreements 
 
1 Sub grant agreements 
Every startup entering the accelerator had to sign a contract (the “Sub-Grant Agreement”) 
with the coordinator European Innovation Hub including product and FIWARE milestone 
targets for every two months (See below - “milestone sheets”) and an agreement to allocate 
part of their budget towards product user testing activities. 
 
2 Milestone sheets 
As the EuropeanPioneers teams had the responsibility to not only support the teams on the 
business and technology level, but also to provide funding to the teams that entered the 
accelerator programmeme, an appropriate process of defining and keeping track of 
milestones that were used as basis for payment decisions, had to be defined.  
After contract negotiations with the sub-grantees, in both programmeme parts the pre-
financement was paid to all SMEs (30% of total grant per team). Further payments were paid 
after approval of KPIs and milestones that were fixed individually for each team. The 
controlling of the sub-grantees, their fulfilment of milestones and their use of funding was 
supported by two different documents: 
 
1. « Project Overview: Milestones Business & FIWARE + Grants Payment» document 
This document was used to define the most important milestones during the live-time of the 
programmeme for each team that will be used as KPIs relevant for the payment of the next 
charge of money (payment was done every two months, further to that each time received a 
pre-financement of 30% and a final payment of 10% in the end of the programmeme with the 
fulfilment of the last KPI). 
 
2. « Relevant Time Period: Tasks & Use of Funding » document:  
This document was used to plan in advance the most important tasks for the upcoming two 
months and the use of funding during those upcoming two months. Those documents were 
approved by the EuropeanPioneers team before the start of the relevant time-period and had 
to be verified, adjusted and signed by the teams after the end of each period. Relevant 
working papers with (a) a set of milestones (business & FIWARE) for the overall project of 8 
months per startup, (b) the relevant milestones (business & FIWARE) for the upcoming two 
months, (c) a description of the use of funding for the upcoming two months. The second and 
the third sheet were checked and signed in one-to-one meetings with the startups and 
EuropeanPioneers team every two months. Those documents were used as a basis for the 
payment of the funding charges. 
 
Operational Procedures -  Activities to meet objectives  
The European Pioneers programme had the following objectives: 
-  Strengthen ecosystem for media, education and online services  
-  Identify most promising 25 startups across Europe 
● FIWARE development in startup MVPs  
● Ecosystem development 
● User testing  
 



 

We achieved these objectives through the following activities: 
● Mentoring sessions and workshops with the startups  
● Regular Fiware sessions, feedback and connecting technical experts to the startups 
● Organising training day events in Berlin, Tel Aviv, London  
● Connecting the startups to mentors in local ecosystems  
● Working directly on individually defined user testing projects with the startups 
● Communicating the programme through social channels and press 
 

3.3 The Startup Accelerator Programmes 

3.3.1 Programme 1 from September 2014 to July 2015 
The first programme open call for startups attracted 265 applications from across Europe 
over two months of promotion activities including promotion in press, startup & FIWARE 
events, 
meetups, social media and startup networks in addition to referrals from the consortia’s 
network.  
 
23 teams were invited to present at the Selection day in November 2014 Berlin. 
EuropeanPioneers selected 12 startup teams from nine countries across four target business 
sectors: e learning, pervasive gaming, smart city services, social connected tv. Grants 
awarded per startup were ranging between €120k and €250k.  

 
Figure 5: European Pioneers Programme 1 Timeline 

 
 
 



 

Programme 1 Startup Welcome Days (December 2014) 
During the Startup Welcome Days the startups were introduced to the accelerator 
programme and its objectives. Mentoring sessions were organised on FIWARE and agile 
product development. Each startup presented their products to etventure, the European 
Innovation Hub team, attendees from the consortia, mentors and the other 
startups. This was followed by meetings which included sessions on user testing, product 
development strategy, relevant mentor introductions and venture funding. 
 
Programme 1 Training Days (February 2015 and May 2015) 
Two Training Days were held in Berlin at etventure/European Innovation Hub. The startups 
attended training sessions on product development, pitching, growth hacking, FIWARE 
and user testing. This was accompanied by networking with invited mentors from the 
tech community, selected corporates, tech press and VCs.  
The startups presented updates on their FIWARE developments, product and user 
testing status. Networking events were organised around the training days to allow the  
the training day attendees time to socialise and strengthen relationships between mentors, 
startups and the tech community.  
 
Programme 1 Demo Day (July 2015) 
The Demo Day was held at Factory Berlin on the 8th of July 2015. In the run to the demo day 
the startups underwent intense pitch training by the accelerator team to prepare them to 
present their products, traction, FIWARE development and key achievements to the invited 
audience of investors, press, tech community, corporates and mentors. This included user 
testing findings and activities over the 8 months and their plans going forward. The 
accelerator team coordinated all logistics and outreach to attendees in the run up to the 
event to ensure a sell out demo day, strong presentations and high quality networking at the 
event to support the startups. 
 
Programme 1 Follow up  
The next programme was scheduled to start in the following month in August. Startups from 
Programme 1 were invited to share their learnings and experiences from the accelerator with 
the new startups during the Programme 2 Welcome Days. 
The accelerator team continued to mentor and monitor the startups from Programme 1 on a 
regular basis. A number of startups continued their user testing activities and the accelerator 
team continued to support them in their respective user testing activities. For example Zylia 
conducted further interviews with Music Professionals, Eloptico continued user testing 
activities with dental professionals and companies that service dental practices. Smartdrive 
rebranded to Konetik and launched it’s new product targeting the user base of companies 
they started user testing with during the programme. 
 
Programme 1 Highlights 
The e-learning startup Livecoding.tv was accepted to the Y combinator accelerator 
programme in the Silicon Valley. The interactive toy startup Muuselabs started a technology 
partnership with Disney. The 3D sound reconstruction team Zylia was accepted into the 
Bang & Olufson accelerator programme after the end of EuropeanPioneers programme. The 
multiplayer mobile interactive toy enabler Toby Rich launched a successful kickstarter 
campaign (€100k). The google glass technology startup Eloptico (focusing on dentists) 
started a cooperation with Google’s Glass Dev Team. 



 

Programme 1 Startups  
 
Appscend 
(Romania) 

www.appscend.com 

description Cloud-based mobile application platform that enables broadcasters and 
advertisers, to view additional information on the second screen of TV 
parallel to the programme being broadcast 

FIWARE Synchronisation GE 

user testing Growth hacking in dev community 

Highlights Adding solution developed in programme to FIWARE catalog 
 
 
Avuxi  
(Spain)  

www.avuxi.com  

description GeoPopularity algorithm that computes in real time at the moment the 
most popular areas of the world and represents them visually 

FIWARE POI data provider, Object Storage 

user testing How to build B2B go to market for online booking 

Highlights Pilot with leading online travel company 
 

 
eloptico  
(Denmark)   

www.eloptico.com  

description Glass technology software to enhance learning and innovation in dental 
schools and improve workflow optimization in dental clinics 

FIWARE Keyrock Identity Manager GE 

user testing Interviews with dental practices and dental diagnostics companies. 

Highlights Collaboration with Google Glass Development Team 
 
 

GameGenetics  
Renamed: 
Simplaex  
(Germany) 

www.gamegenetics.com 
simplaex.com 

description International specialist in customer acquisition for free2play Mobile & 
Online Games 

FIWARE Cosmos GE 

user testing Techncal and QA testing  

Highlights  
 
 

Konnektid 
(Netherlands) 

www.konnektid.com  



 

description Peer-to-peer learning experiences by enabling you to find skilled people 
nearby. 

FIWARE POI data provider 

user testing User feedback, User strategy and business model validation 

Highlights Doubled member base and gained 50+ B2B clients 
 
  

Livecoding 
(Germany) 

livecoding.tv 

description Peer-to-peer live streaming platform that allows the user to learn how to 
create production-level code writes 

FIWARE Stream Oriented Kurento GE, Keyrock Identity Manager GE 

user testing Understanding User Needs 

Highlights 220k users, Raised $1m.  
 

 
Muuselabs  
Renamed: Jooki 
(Belgium) 

www.muuselabs.com 

description Products designed to make your digital world tangible. With its first 
product children can interact in a natural way with technology and play 

FIWARE Orion IoT Context Broker GE, Object Storage GE 

user testing Validation of product positioning. Interviews with publishers and content 
owners 

Highlights Licensing deal with Disney, Pivoted to new product Jooki for children 2016 
 
 

Peoplegraph  
(UK) 

www.peoplegraph.io  

description Pulls disparate information of our personal network into a single profile – 
unlocking the dispersed value across sites and provide comprehensive 
profiles with multiple points of connection and contact 

FIWARE Object Storage GE 

user testing Identifying market and use case 

Highlights Raised $5m from leading investors 
 
 

Smartdrive 
Renamed: 
Konetik 
(Hungary) 

www.smartdrive.io 
konetik.io 

  

description Service platform for the fleet management of cars. The aim is to increase 
efficiency, reduce maintenance costs and to reward safe and efficient 
driving 



 

FIWARE Orion Context Broker 

user testing Business model validation B2C B2B 

Highlights Opened Berlin office, closed €460k seed financing  and launched product 
 
 

TobyRich  
(Germany) 

www.tobyrich.com  

description Develops innovative and exceptional smartphone-controlled gadgets 

FIWARE Complex Event Processing 

user testing UX/UI evaluation 

Highlights Successful €100k kickstarter. €800k revenues 
 

 
UsherU 
We love Cinema  
(Ireland) 

www.usheru.com  

description allows cinemas to sell more advance and distressed tickets by unlocking 
powerful data about who cinema customers are, what they like and how 
they rate their cinema experience 

FIWARE Object Storage GE, Cosmos API, Cosmos Big Data Analysis 

user testing Go to market strategy and target users 

Highlights Acquired 45k users. Gained 110 cinemas and 15 film festivals clients 
 

 
Zylia  
(Poland)  

www.zylia.pl  

description Multi mic array system for 3D Audio Sense virtual sound-stage 
reconstruction 

FIWARE Stream Oriented Kurento GE 

user testing Interviews with sound engineers and music producers 

Highlights Selected for Next Accelerate pogram with Bang & Olufson 

3.3.2 Programme 2 from August 2015 to April 2016 
The open call for Programme 2 attracted 661 applications. Programme 2 built on the 
learnings from the previous programme and leveraged startup networks developed both by 
the first programme in addition to the increasing sophistication of the startup landscape 
across Europe resulting the rise of startup hubs with networked ecosystems that were well 
placed for the promotional activities of the accelerator. This resulted in a sharp increase in 
the number of applications and increase in the quality of applications with higher numbers of 
startups with later stage products in development. The final selection showed a key 
clustering of applications that met the selection criteria and filtering process from the main 
startup hubs of London, Berlin, Tel Aviv, in addition to startups from other key emerging 
ecosystems.  



 

EuropeanPioneers selected 13 teams from Berlin, London, Tel Aviv, Barcelona and 
Copenhagen covering this time a wider scope with three core areas social & learning, media 
& content and smart cities. This change was initiated by the learnings from the first 
programme that showed little interest in the areas of pervasive gaming and social connected 
TV underscoring the need to broaden the startup product themes. This also contributed to 
the higher number of applications over the the 4 month of promotion, evaluations and 
selection of startups. Average grants awarded per startup were €175k. 
 

 
Figure 6: European Pioneers Programme 2 Timeline 

 
Programme 2 Startup Welcome Days 
During the Startup Welcome Days the startups were introduced to the accelerator 
programme and its objectives. Additionally, startups from Programme 1 were invited to share 
their experiences and learnings of FIWARE development and the accelerator with the new 
teams. Mentor sessions were organised on FIWARE and agile product development. Each 
startup presented their products to etventure, the European Innovation Hub accelerator 
team, attendees from the consortia, mentors and the other startups. This was followed by 
meetings which included sessions on user testing, product development strategy, relevant 
mentor introductions and venture funding. 
 
Programme 2 Training Days & City Hub Meetups 
Three Training Days sessions were held in Berlin, London and Tel Aviv mirroring the team 
selections and providing the accelerator the opportunity to expose and immerse all startups 
in leading startup ecosystems across Europe. Additionally the accelerator organised “city 
hub meetings” in London, Berlin & Tel Aviv in between training days to bring startups in 
those respective cities together for update meetings, mentoring and align on their needs and 
challenges with FIWARE development. 



 

 
During the training days the startups attended training sessions on product development, 
pitching, growth hacking, FIWARE and user testing. This was accompanied by networking 
with invited mentors from the tech community, selected corporates, tech press and VCs.  
The startups presented updates on their FIWARE developments, product and user 
testing status. Networking events were organised around the training days to allow the  
the training day attendees time to socialise and strengthen relationships between mentors, 
startups and the tech community.  
 
Programme 2 Demo Day 
The Programme 2 Demo Day was held at Ahoy! Berlin on the 14th of April 2016. In the run to 
the demo day the startups underwent intense pitch training by the accelerator team to 
prepare them to present their products, traction, FIWARE development and key 
achievements to the invited audience of investors, press, tech community, corporates and 
mentors. This included user testing findings and activities over the 8 months and their plans 
going forward. The accelerator team coordinated all logistics and outreach to attendees in 
the run up to the event to ensure a sell out demo day, strong presentations and high quality 
networking at the event to support the startups.  
 
Programme 2 Follow up  
The end of Programme 2 marked the end of the EuropeanPioneers accelerator. 
The accelerator team continues to mentor and monitor the startups from Programme 1 and 2 
on a regular basis. A number of startups continued their user testing activities and the 
accelerator team continues to support them in their respective user testing activities. For 
example, Tracktics is testing product use and sales with football teams, DooWapp is 
gathering user feedback on new messaging interactions they are launching. Zylia from 
programme 1 is currently investigating mass production of their mic array product. 
 
Programme 2 Highlights 
Watly providing access to clean water and solar energy for people from third world countries 
was featured on Discovery Channel. 
The startup INFARM working with an innovative aquaponic approach making indoor farms 
possible, pilots with the international wholesale Metro Group.  
The virtual reality application Splash VR wins the SXSW accelerator award in 2016 and 
raises a $2.5m seed round. 
The social media brand building team Pico.buzz pilots with broadcaster Sport1. 
 
Programme 2 Startups 
 
Audiotube  
(UK) 

audiotube.com 

description Digital distribution service for music for artists & music labels to distribute 
their content to streamers, receive play analytics and royalties. 

FIWARE Social Network Enabler,  

user testing Blockchain integration into music distribution 

Highlights Beta launch, £150k revenue. Angel investment by music industry veterans. 



 

 
 

Beaconinside  
(Germany) 

http://www.beaconinside.com/ 

description iBeacon and Eddystone management platform provider to enable enterprise 
customers to set up large-scale indoor navigation solutions 

FIWARE Data Context Broker, IoT Broker, Spago BI 

user testing Go to market strategy leveraging ad agencies 

Highlights Google Eddystone launch partner, ABIResearch Top15 vendor to watch, 5X 
YoY revenue growth. 

 
 
Changealert 
Renamed: 
Dignisense (UK) 

changealert.co.uk 
 

description IoT moisture sensor for continence pads, which alerts care takers on a web 
platform when they need to change the pads 

FIWARE Wilma, Orion , IoT Broker, IoT Discovery, CKAN 

user testing Rebranding to Dignisen 

Highlights Pilots with NHS uk and care homes. Currently rebranding to Dignisense 
 
 

ChopChop 
(UK) 

http://mychopchop.com/ 

description Dynamic learning & task management app for cooking. Proprietary AI algorithm 
translates how an experienced chef plans and cooks multiple dishes efficiently 
and simultaneously. 

FIWARE Big Data GE, Content Enrichment, Object Storage  

user testing App testing. Live cooking events using the iOS app in Berlin and London 

Highlights Launched Dec 2015. Developing custom app for a top celebrity chef. 
 
 

DooWapp 
(UK) 

doowapp.me 

description Music messaging app that lets you add playable song lyrics to any part of your 
message, tweet or post 

FIWARE Identity Management Keyrock, 

user testing App Usability. Currently testing with app users and music business 

Highlights Licensing deal with SonyATV.  
 
 

Fitfully  
(Israel) 

fitfully.me 



 

description Virtual-Fit-as-a-Service platform that lets customers to virtually check shoe 
size and fitting in online stores by matching a 3D rendering of their foot created 
by their mobile camera against the shoes specifications 

FIWARE 3D-UI-XML3D, 3D-UI Web Tundra 

user testing Testing with shoes  brands and online retailers 

Highlights Pilot with Adidas 
 
 

Infarm  
(Germany) 

infarm.de 

description Vertical indoor farming solution that cuts wastage in the supply chain from 
farms to supermarkets and homes 

FIWARE Keyrock GE, CKAN 

user testing GlobalGAP quality certification & work-flow manual for INFARMers 

Highlights Completed Pilot with Metro Group for first indoor farm, now planning rollout 
 
 

Lingualy  
(Israel) 

http://lingua.ly 

description Live tutoring language learning system that combines real time 1on1 coaching 
online with adaptive scalable tools 

FIWARE Object Storage 

user testing Partnerships for language learning containers 
 

Highlights Developing solution for german municipality to assist refugees with language 
learning needs. 

 
 

Pico 
(Israel) 

pico.buzz 

description Boost you brands engagement with its fans while providing meaningful 
insights  

FIWARE 2D/UI, Spago BI 

user testing Business development interviews with agencies, music labels and sports 
broadcasters 

Highlights Pilot with Sport1 to integrate into marketing/social media operations. 
 
 
RezGuru  
(Denmark) 

rezguru.com 

description Middle-layer software digitizes restaurants and allows them to market 
availability across multiple online channels in real-time 

FIWARE Keyrock Identity Manager 



 

user testing Real time demand forecasting and optimization of seat fulfillment in restaurants 

Highlights Pilot with leading international hospitality chain 
  

 
Tracktics  
(Germany) 

tracktics.zone 

description Tracking wearable for football players and dashboard enabling coaches to 
better track and analyse their players 

FIWARE Object Storage Enabler 

user testing Business development and testing with amateur football clubs 

Highlights Pilots with 7 amateur, semi-professional teams and Germany’s national 
women’s team. 

 
 

Viorama 
Renamed:  
Splash VR 
(Germany) 

getsplashapp.co 

description First mobile app allowing everyone to create and share 360° video “Splashes” 
on social media 

FIWARE Slamflex, AR fast feature  tracking  

user testing Growth hacking with early adopters for launch at SXSW 

Highlights Launched at SXSW and won the SXSW accelerator in the VR category. 
Attracted 30k users in first week. Raised largest seed funding round in Berlin 
for 2016 to date from international investors totalling USD$2.5m 

 
 

Watly  
(Spain/Italy) 

watly.co 

description The Watly machine provides access to clean water and sanitation, free energy 
and connectivity 

FIWARE GE Cosmos, IoT Broker, Orion Context Broker, Complex Event Processing 

user testing Engagement with corporates to convince them about Watly's potential with the 
goal to enter into pilot projects 

Highlights €2m H2020 Grant 
 

3.3.3 Conclusion and Learnings from Programme 1 & 2 
EuropeanPioneers has built up strong knowledge and expertise in coordinating a FIWARE 
accelerator programmes. Feedback from startups, many of which were in later stages of 
product development with technical benchmarking already in place to assess FIWARE 
enablers, was communicated to enable the continued development and improvement of 
FIWARE. Furthermore, the focus of each programme on user testing has allowed us to build 
up a strong understanding of the current challenges faced by corporates when they work 



 

with startups which we were able to anticipate and manage when connecting both startups 
and corporates to collaborate on pilots, thereby increasing the chances of successful pilots. 
Over the course of the last two years we have directly experienced, supported and leveraged 
the strong growth of the European innovation ecosystem, from the growth of corporate 
accelerators and corporate innovation teams to a highly interconnected ecosystem of 
startups, VCs and mentors across key hubs, to assist our startups to maximise opportunities 
for collaboration, partnership, product development and investment. The following is a 
summary of key learnings accumulated over the two years.  
 
Learnings from Programme 1 and 2 
 
The following list summarises key observations from EuropeanPioneers over the two-year 
programme from the context of FIWARE developments, accelerator process and value of the 
accelerator programme’s activities to startup product development. 
 
● An open call with broader geographic spread combined with local promotional 
activities in the main European tech hubs and use of individual contacts increased the 
number of applications significantly with improved quality and sophistication of startups, 
including attracting more startups with later stage prototypes and products. 
 
● Training days, which brought startup teams together in Berlin, London and Tel Aviv 
are important for facilitating knowledge share between the startups on FIWARE 
development. It also helped foster closer relationships between teams to exchange 
knowledge and mutually beneficial contacts or resources for their product development. 
Training day events were also important for exchanging knowledge and expertise in startups 
ecosystems with local mentors and feedback from experts with experience in the startup 
products and sectors being targeted. 
 
● FIWARE development knowledge exchange between startups helped fast track 
development and key decisions for each team’s product development 
 
● Some introduction to basic software engineering and deployment techniques for 
some of the teams helped to speed up the FIWARE evaluation and development process. 
Although this was not foreseen to be part of the support and mentoring work, it was 
necessary because of the heterogeneous expertise of the development staff of the teams.   
● The teams of the second programme were asked to contribute to the FIWARE 
development community by providing own (small) contributions. This helped to ensure that 
all teams really dived into FIWARE and made themselves familiar with the technology. 
    
● User testing with users and potential customers helped the startup teams refine their 
product development. It also created a unique approach to convert user test audiences into 
business development leads for pilots and early adopters of their launch products. 
 
● Awarding grants with no equity commitment of approximately €175-250k was key to 
attracting strong candidates in a rapidly growing ecosystem of startups + accelerators 
programmes across Europe. 
 
 



 

4. Potential impact & main dissemination 
activities and exploitation of results 

4.1. Potential Impact  
POTENTIAL IMPACT TO SOCIETY 
One of the main objectives of the two-year programme was to strengthen the European 
ecosystem for media, education and online services. By organising an accelerator with 25 
teams across Europe and Israel joining the programme and 926 companies applying, the 
EuropeanPioneers accelerator fostered closer ties between the most active startup hubs and 
ecosystems across Europe including London, Berlin & Tel Aviv. 
 
FIWARE: The programme promoted the use of FIWARE open source tech in a wide range of 
applications from Virtual Reality, Audio Tech, Music Messaging, Music Publishing, Brand 
Engagement, IoT, Sports, Retail, Food Indoor Farming, Educational Toys, Drones, Online 
Learning, Location Services and Broadcasting. Feedback from and contributions made by 
the startups have been incorporated into development requirements for FIWARE enablers. 
Additionally, new market use cases were identified and implemented for FIWARE, e.g. in 3D 
imaging and gaming experiences. The broad spread of FIWARE product development at 
EuropeanPioneers has supported the activities of our partners at FICORE and the  iHub.eu 
network in their mission to promote the use of FIWARE across Europe and will continue 
doing so in future. Some teams such as Appscend were eager to become an active part in 
the FIWARE open source community and tried to contribute to vital FIWARE developments. 
We expect the network effects from the activities of the startups across Europe to support 
and encourage more startups to prototype their MVPs on FIWARE. 
 
LOCAL IMPACT: EuropeanPioneers has supported the ongoing development of European 
startup hubs by organising local events with mentor training days, city hub events and demo 
days to bring local startup communities together. Furthermore, the accelerator startup teams 
have hired new team members further strengthening their local ecosystems. 
In some cases, local impact has extended beyond startup ecosystems into the wider regional 
business sectors. For example, INFARM attracted partnerships from leading German 
suppliers of led lighting for their vertical indoor farms which are creating new demand and 
new markets for its main components. SplashVR attracted international talent from leading 
game and media companies to Berlin in addition to a number of well known international 
investors. Lingualy, a language learning platform from Israel, pivoted towards addressing 
urgent needs in Germany for refugees which materialised during the Berlin training days. 
 
EUROPEAN IMPACT: All 25 startups continue to be operational as of June 2016. Three 
have pivoted in new focus areas and two have rebranded their offering. None have closed 
operations. The broad diversity and interdisciplinary of the teams combined with a wide 
spread of founder demographics has demonstrated the depth and variety of European 
entrepreneurship today and has shown that Europe is equally capable of launching exciting 
new products in fast growing categories that can compete internationally.  
 



 

SOCIETAL IMPACT: The 25 startups developed businesses in some areas that are of 
societal relevance.  
E-Learning: The team livecoding.tv from Berlin developed a modern approach of enabling 
developers to learn from well-experienced developers by live-streaming their work per 
webcam-approach. This approach convinced the YCombinator team (well-known accelerator 
in San Francisco) and further investors because of its innovative method and relevance (due 
to digitization the lack of professional developers is an important worldwide phenomenon). 
Another team active in the area of e-learning is the online language learning platform 
Lingua.ly from Tel Aviv. The team decided to concentrate on the refugee challenge in 
Germany and Europe and partners with the federate state of Hesse in Germany to develop a 
scalable approach of learning German in a short period of time. 
Infrastructure: The ambitious team working on the hardware and software product called 
Watly based in Spain and Italy has the goal to provide access to clean water and electricity 
to thousands of people in third world countries. For now, this is still a vision as it takes time 
and money to develop the right product for this ambitious service - but once tested and 
brought to the right markets, this team will have a significant impact on third world countries. 
Food: INFARM from Berlin have developed an innovative approach to growing plants indoors 
in vertical and stackable indoor farms. These consist of hydroponic systems with modified 
lighting that helps the plants grow faster and healthier. This modern agriculture method 
removes the need for shipping of vegetable from farm to retailer to table and has attracted 
the interest of all leading food retailers including Metro Group whom they are developing a 
pilot with for rollout across their stores. 
Aging society: London based ChangeAlert developed a novel sensor for incontinence pad 
used by the elderly in care homes that alert carers when the pads are moist and need 
changing. They are addressing a sensitive issue in care homes affecting the psychological 
and physical well being of the elderly in need of modern methods to administer care. They 
are currently piloting in elderly care homes and with UK’s National Health Service. 
Gender issues: Programme 2 of EuropeanPioneers saw an increase in the number of female 
founders from zero in the first programme to three female founders in the second programme 
which is equivalent to 23% female founders overall in the second programme. 
  
Economic Impact: 
All 25 startups contributed to the web entrepreneur economy in Europe and the H2020-
associated countries. By participating in the EuropeanPioneers programme, the startups 
were able to support the Future Internet technologies ecosystem by developing FIWARE-
enabled products. Since the start of the programme the startups helped the growth of this 
economy by creating approximately 100 new fulltime jobs and already generating more than 
1 million Euros of revenue in total, even though many of the teams still are in the pre-
revenue phase and have not implemented their monetization strategies yet. Hence, the 
economic impact will increase further in the future. In addition to that, the programme raised 
awareness and interest of investors in Future Internet technologies, which enabled the 
startups to secure significant amounts of follow-up finance. While some startups are still in 
the process of raising money in investment rounds or are currently in the application process 
for additional public funding, the startups collectively already gained several millions of Euros 
of funding, with Splash from the second batch securing the highest amount of 2.5 million US-
Dollars in their latest round. 
 



 

The EuropeanPioneers programme ended in May 2016 and we expect it to continue having 
a wide range of impacts for European startups including access to a broader range of 
international investors, inspiration to startups in hubs that EuropeanPioneers startups 
originate from, further growth in their respective product areas and better enablers for 
FIWARE community (e.g. boosted by the Bounty Programme – supported by 
EuropeanPioneers partners via iHub-network). This in turn will support ongoing digitisation in 
society with more robust products built on open source and European standards.   

 

4.2. Dissemination  
The dissemination activities were designed to disseminate the FIWARE acceleration 
programme with the overall idea of 16 accelerators focusing on different business sectors in 
Europe as well as the dedicated promotion of the specific EU-wide EuropeanPioneers 
acceleration programme with its two open calls and the participating startups/ SMEs. 

4.2.1 Dissemination Strategy 
Dissemination activities were executed on three different levels throughout the 
EuropeanPioneers project: 
 
1. FIWARE technology 
Firstly, dissemination of FIWARE technology was done in the run of the promotion activities 
for the first and second open call (September / December 2014 & March-June 2015). While 
communication the accelerator programme as well as the overall FIWARE accelerator 
programme the technology was explained and promoted as well.  
Secondly, the technology was promoted by disseminating the startups’ results and 
successes in the last months of both programmes as well as after the programme. 
 
2. EuropeanPioneers accelerator programme 
Focus on accelerator programme dissemination was clearly during open call promotion when 
startups from all over Europe were to be convinced to apply for the programme and work 
with FIWARE technologies.  
 
3. SMEs/ startups accelerated by EuropeanPioneers implementing FIWARE technology 
Dissemination of the startups’ results and successes was done throughout the last months of 
both programmes as well as after the programme. 
 
In order to get enough attention for the acceleration programme with it’s two batches the 
EuropeanPioneers team developed a clear long-term strategy to spread the word from 
September 2014, when the first open call started, until the end of the programme (and 
beyond) in May 2016. 
Creating the brand name EuropeanPioneers for the accelerator was the basic step in 
building a strong identity that could be promoted amongst the venture capital scene startups, 
FI-PPP networks and other media and PR communities. The brand strategy was part of the 
overall communication strategy as well as public relations activities, social media, online 
marketing, the production and distribution of collaterals/media and the organization and 



 

participation in events and workshops with venture capital and startup scenes. Further to 
that, the activities carried out in work package 4 include the establishment of an intensive 
liaison with the FI-PPP community (boards, related FI-PPP projects, EIT ICT labs, etc.) 

4.2.2 Dissemination Channels 
First, the target communities were identified and methodologies for communication were 
selected for each target group. In the following section the different dissemination channels 
will be presented: 
 
Website 
In order to install a sense of community and make a name in which applicants can trust and 
talk about, EuropeanPioneers started also building a website (www.europeanpioneers.eu) 
and creating a brand identity that is consistent across the social media platforms. This step 
helped the accelerator grow a following community, which could then be continuously 
informed about the perspectives of the upcoming Open Calls. All project partners supported 
the creation of the Open Call text. This main text considered all relevant aspects (application 
requirements, ways of application, call dates, FI-PPP ecosystem, etc.).  

For the first open call, the EuropeanPioneers website was able to record more than 33,000 
visitors and the number rose constantly throughout the programme, parallel to the general 
public’s awareness of EuropeanPioneers. In the run of the programme, an average of 400 to 
500 users per week accessed the website with a significant peak during the weeks of the two 
DemoDays in Berlin, especially for the second one in April 2016. The average session time 
of approx 2 min shows that users spend time to click and search for content relevant for 
them. 

www.europeanpioneers.eu remained the major content hub of the accelerator programme. 
Throughout the programme, we regularly published blog posts highlighting successes of the 
EuropeanPioneers startups from the first and the second batch. We also promoted the major 
events such as the Demo Day, Tech Camps and community cooperations, e.g during Startup 
Camp Berlin. 
 
Social Media 
In addition, social media platforms were set up in order to follow and be followed by relevant 
entrepreneurs and media personnel. This strategy was adopted by all consortium partners, 
where the effort in order to gain traction was maximized by the help of the partners in the 
different European countries. To distribute the website content, send out impressions from 
own or external events and to share updates and press coverage, the social media channels 
played an essential role in reaching out to the international community in Europe & Israel. 

The social media channels included Facebook, Twitter and LinkedIn. All channels were able 
to gain significant organic growth during the course of the programme. 
 
Facebook 
The EuropeanPioneers facebook page showed quick growth as it already had 454 fans 
during the first open call, exceeding the initial KPI of 250 by far. Until the end of programme 
in May 2016, this number almost doubled to approx. 870 fans. 



 

Twitter 
The twitter channel @EUPioneers has also been created right at the beginning of the 
programme in July 2014. Twitter offers the possibility to strongly engage with its other users, 
thus fostering networking and collaborations within the European ecosystems and supporting 
organic follower growth and reach. At the end of EuropeanPioneers, the Twitter account had 
1,345 followers and was and still is the strongest social media channel of EuropeanPioneers 
with impression rates of 40,000 to 55,000 per month. 
 

 
Figure 7: Screenhsot of EuropeanPioneer's Twitter account 

 
Linkedin 
At the beginning of EuropeanPioneers we set-up a Linkedin company page that attracted 
160 subscribers and that serves as an additional channel to share updates success stories 
and events surrounding EuropeanPioneers and its teams. 
In February 2016, we added a closed Linkedin Group for the EP teams as well as selected 
mentors and supporters which now has 70+ members. This group will serve as a platform to 
further disseminate updates on the teams or topics such as FIWARE with the closer circle of 
people involved with EuropeanPioneers. 
 
Social Media Channels of partners 

To reach an even broader community, we also used the etventure channels to spread 
localized news relevant for the German community on the German company blog and in a 
special print & online brochure that is promoted online and sent to 6,000 decision makers in 
Germany.  

Moreover, the consortium partners in Germany (Fraunhofer IAIS), Ireland (Thoughtbox), 
Poland (Weblify) and Finland (F-Secure) promoted EuropeanPioneers through their 
communication channels and in their professional network, hereby ensuring a Europe-wide 
dissemination coverage. 



 

 
Figure 8: Example screenshot of Thoughtbox tweeting about EuropeanPioneers 

 
Media Relations 
Several press releases were distributed to communicate several singular success stories 
happening within EuropeanPioneers or the overall success of the accelerator and its teams 
(demo day). However, media relations focused on reaching out to selected editors to pitch 
special articles, to link them with the EuropeanPioneers startups and to create individual 
stories.  
Here is a list of selected coverage of the EuropeanPioneers programmeme in general and 
the first batch: 
 

http://www.deutsche-startups.de/2014/09/11/europeanpioneers-verteilt-45-millionen-startups/ 
http://etailment.de/thema/news/Kurz%20vor%209%3A%20Rebelle%20kauft%20Glamloop%2C%
20Otto%20wirbt%20gruselig%2C%20Rakuten%2C%20Outfittery%2C%20Weltbild%2C%20Nord
strom%2C%20Zara-2658 
http://gruenderzeit.morgenpost.de/2014/08/27/european-pioneers/ 
http://www.der-medien-markt.de/europeanpioneers-45-millionen-euro-eu-f%C3%B6rdermittel-
f%C3%BCr-startups 
http://phys.org/wire-news/170592636/europeanpioneers-45-million-euros-of-eu-funds-for-
startups.html 
http://www.digitaltimes.ie/e4-5-million-for-25-eu-startups/ 
http://www.siliconrepublic.com/startups/item/38151-wit2014/ 
http://www.finanzen.net/nachricht/aktien/EuropeanPioneers-4-5-Millionen-Euro-EU-Foerdermittel-
fuer-Startups-3829641 
http://www.iais.fraunhofer.de/pi_europeanpioneers.html 
http://www.ecnmag.com/news/2014/08/europeanpioneers-45-million-euros-eu-funds-startups 
http://www.eurekalert.org/pub_releases/2014-08/f-e4082714.php 
http://irishtechnews.net/ITN3/thoughtbox-partners-with-europeanpioneers-to-support-25-startups-
and-smes/ 
http://phys.org/wire-news/170592636/europeanpioneers-45-million-euros-of-eu-funds-for-
startups.html 
http://www.presseportal.de/pm/105382/2816835/europeanpioneers-4-5-millionen-euro-eu-
foerdermittel-fuer-startups/rss 
http://www.reply.eu/en/topics/cloud-computing/the-european-pioneers-in-sap-cloud-to-support-
your-goals-with-the-right-solution 
http://www.news4press.com/EuropeanPioneers-45-Millionen-Euro-EU-F_846524.html 
http://www.mg.gov.pl/node/21676 
https://www.digital-ist.de/aktuelles/digital-aktuell-der-newsticker/startups-bekommen-45-millionen-
eur.html 
http://www.kooperation-international.de/detail/info/europeanpioneers-45-millionen-euro-eu-
foerdermittel-fuer-startups.html 
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Collaterals 
Collaterals, like flyers, rollups, etc initially were produced for the first open call and then once 
again for the second open call since they’ve been performing so well. Experts in press and 
marketing had participated in the creation of these materials and in the distribution into 
several channels, offline and online. But the really eye catching materials were getting the 
most attention because they had something “special”. Those were hoodies and t-shirts for 
the whole team, which the team members were wearing when attending conferences and 
events and when the press was taking pictures of the team. 
The demo days additionally required the production of new collaterals like flyers for the event 
and the demo day brochure with a welcome note and a short explanation of on all teams was 
produced for the demo day. On top of that, the communication team produced a press kit for 
the press conference happening before the second demo day. 
 
Events 
During the whole accelerator period, the EuropeanPioneers team with its five consortium 
partners therefore attended or organized several events to raise further awareness of the 
FIWARE programme and its benefits. The highlight of the run of the programme have been 
the two very successful demo days were the teams of the respective batches presented their 
business and their progress to a high-level audience of investors, influencers and other 
mentors and friends of EuropeanPioneers. 
 

 
Laura Kohler CEO European Innovation Hub opening European Pioneers 2nd Demo Day 



 

 
EuropeanPioneers also took part in events to hold presentations or to present workshops in 
the field of business as well as disseminate information about the first and the second Open 
Call. EuropeanPioneers gave sessions on the FIWARE accelerator programme, talked about 
innovative business models and the important pillars in gaining traction as a business, how 
to build a steady business, monetizing, and gaining market traction. 
Promoting the open calls and educating SME’s on FIWARE was not limited to organizing 
events and presenting workshops. It was also through the act of simply interacting with 
founders, entrepreneurs and investors that EuropeanPioneers and the consortium partners 
are able to spread the news about the second round of funding and encourage 
entrepreneurs to explore FIWARE technologies.  
EuropeanPioneers and the consortium tried to attend as many relevant events as possible 
where interaction with startups and SME’s was high and accessible. The EuropeanPioneers 
startups also participated in many of these events where they were able to share their 
experiences with FIWARE and pitch their businesses to new audiences. Those events were 
in cities such as Barcelona, Berlin, Dublin, Tel Aviv, Hannover, Salamanca or London, where 
the startup scene is perceived to be flourishing and flooding with investors. Capturing the 
attention of individuals in those cities was essential to make sure applications are diverse, 
widespread and have a certain level of quality. Laura Kohler also promoted 
EuropeanPioneers and FIWARE outside of Europe, by attending a conference in Canada, 
where an increasing interest in the FI technologies now resulted in plans for a FIWARE-
node. 
As a result, the consortium partners experienced great interest in the acceleration 
programme – either during the first or the second Open Call, which was also reflected in 
many requests with regards to the programme and the FIWARE enablers. Those questions 
were primarily concerning understanding the functionality of FIWARE and learning more 
about the acceleration programme with EuropeanPioneers. While the first Open Call was 
much more successful than expected (with a total of 265 applications), the second round of 
the Open Call exceeded the expectations of the team in receiving 660 applications from 45 
European countries. 
 
Programme 1 September 2014 to July 2015 
The first programme followed a format of hosting events in Berlin to bring the startups, which 
originate from across Europe, together face to face in training sessions, lectures. mentoring 
and networking.  
 

● Welcome Days: December 8 - 10, 2014 
Final Selected startups for first programme meet in Berlin to present their products, meet the 
accelerator set product development plans for the 8-month programme and receive first 
training sessions in FIWARE 
 

● Training Days: February 10 - 12, May 11 - 13, 2015 
Startups meet in Berlin to receive training and lectures on FIWARE, product development 
and pitch presentation. They participate in one to one sessions with invited mentors from the 
tech community, media/press, senior management and innovation executives from selected 



 

companies, venture capital and FIWARE. Networking events are organised for the teams 
and mentors.  
 

● Demo Day: July 8 
Startups pitch to investors and invited guests from the tech community, media/press, senior 
management and innovation executives from selected companies, venture capital and 
FIWARE. This is followed by networking events. 
 
Programme 2 August 2015 to April 2016 
In Programme 2 the format of Training Days was continued and expanded to take place in 
the main tech hubs from where the startups originate from, London, Berlin and Tel Aviv. 
Hosting training days in leading tech hubs has the added benefit of widening the exposure of 
all startups to best practice from startups locally and improving knowledge exchange 
between startups and local mentors. This was of particular importance in programme 2 as 
the startups visited London, Berlin and Tel Aviv, meeting mentors, startups, investors and 
technology focused corporates in each country. Programme 2 also had meetups in each city 
with startups and the accelerator management to align on their progress and needs face to 
face. In the run to the demo day EuropeanPioneers also arranged a press day to 
communicate the activities of the accelerator, the startups and their products to the media. 
 

● Welcome Days: August 11 - 13, 2015 
Final selected startups for the second programme meet in Berlin to present their products, 
meet the accelerator set product development plans for the 8-month programme and receive 
first training sessions in FIWARE 
 

● Training Days: October 19 - 22, 2015 Tel Aviv, December 1 - 3, 2015, London, 
February 9 - 11,2016, Berlin 

Startups meet in Tel Aviv, London and Berlin to receive training and lectures on FIWARE, 
product development and pitch presentation. They participate in one to one sessions with 
invited mentors from the tech community, media/press, senior management and innovation 
executives from selected companies, venture capital and FIWARE. Networking events are 
organised for the teams and mentors.  
 

● City Hub Meetings: September 28, 2015, London, September 30, 2015, Berlin, 
January 15, 2016, Berlin, January 22, 2016, London, February 22, 2016, Tel Aviv  

Startup meetings took place in each city to align on product development, milestones 
progress and user testing. 
 

● Press Breakfast: April 13, 2016 
EuropeanPioneers accelerator arranged press breakfast with startups. The local media in 
Berlin was invited to view startup presentations and meet the teams, which led to a wide 
media coverage surrounding the demo day. 
 

● Demo Day: April 14, 2016 
Startups pitch to investors and invited guests from the tech community, media/press, senior 
management and innovation executives from selected companies, venture capital and 
FIWARE. This is followed by networking events. 
   



 

4.3. Exploitation  
One of the most impressive outcomes of the FIWARE accelerator programme as part of FI-
PPP was the strong network of startups (almost 1,000 teams were supported throughout the 
overall programme by one of the 16 accelerators), startup supporters and innovation 
enablers that came together to test and use FIWARE technologies and to build new 
businesses based on the open source technology. 

 
Leveraging the FIWARE ecosystem by founding iHub network: 
EuropeanPioneers coordinator European Innovation Hub became a member of the I3H 
project that was named iHub-network right after its birth in January 2015. This network 
became another strong player of FI-PPP, connecting 24 internet innovation hubs based in 
Europe with the mission to introduce the FIWARE technology to new groups of users and 
developers. Eleven players of this network founded a common legal entity in Autumn 2015 
(iHub.eu EEIG) and decided to improve the entrepreneurial landscape in Europe by 
connecting different local ecosystems and creating a sustainable organization with the 
following offering: 

● FIWARE implementation services 
● EU project “FIWARE bounty programme” as a service for FICORE (rewarding 

FIWARE developments) 
● soft-landing for European startups in different European countries 
● Entrepreneurial exchange programmes 
● Startup scouting for corporates 
● Corporate accelerator programmes with European reach 

This portfolio makes use of the existing services and activities that the active members of the 
EEIG developed in the past on their own, but is also based on new activities and networks 
built while running FI-PPP projects such as the FIWARE accelerator programme. 
 
Supporting further match-making activities for EuropeanPioneers startups: 
In the run of the first and second acceleration programme of EuropeanPioneers it became 
clear that corporate-startup-partnerships are a very concrete and efficient way of pushing 
startup growth as well as corporate innovation at the same time. Those partnerships were 
enabled by the EuropeanPioneers consortium with INFARM working with the wholesale 
giant Metro, Watly negotiating with Siemens, Fitfully running tests with the sports shoe brand 
Adidas or Muuselabs (first batch) licensing its technology to Disney. 
This match-making service was enabled and supported by the EuropeanPioneers team in 
the run of the programme but will go on also after the end of the programme. The 
accelerator coordinator European Innovation Hub will offer those services for free to the 
alumni startups as a substantial part of the company’s “Corporate meets Startup” offer 
(www.corporate-meets-startup.com”). This offering was developed based on the learnings 
from the two batches such as:  

● the benefits of a non-residential obligation which is very suitable for more advanced 
teams that have established a network and substantial workforce at their own 
location 

● the importance of match-making not just with investors but also with corporates (this 
is relevant especially for b-to-b businesses) 



 

● the need for corporates to innovate and to implement more flexible methods such as 
the learn startup principle 

 
Exploiting the learnings from introducing an open source technology (FIWARE) to a 
wider public by Open Calls: 
The FIWARE-related network as well as the knowledge on success factors of open calls with 
the goal to implement a new technology, that was both built by running EuropeanPioneers, 
will be transferred by two out of five consortium partners - European Innovation Hub and 
Fraunhofer IAIS - to the new EU-project “Be-IoT - Business engine for the Internet of 
Things”, a CSA for the next IoT ecosystem called IoT-EPI (European Platforms Initiative - 
www.iot-epi.eu). This CSA is coordinated by European Innovation Hub/etventure with it’s 
partners Fraunhofer IAIS, Challengy Israel, Swedish ICT and Fauborg Numérique. The last 
one is member of the iHub-network and expert for FIWARE enablers in the area of IoT. Thus 
three partners running the CSA had an active role in the FIWARE ecosystem and will 
explore their experiences and capabilities while running the new project and building the IoT 
technology ecosystem. 
 
Support and maintenance of FI-Content specific enablers: 
Although none of the EuropeanPioneers teams were interested in the two specific enablers 
developed by Fraunhofer IAIS in phase 2 project FI-Content, teams from other accelerators 
asked for support and maintenance of the enablers, which are deployed as public endpoints 
on FIWARE Lab. Fraunhofer IAIS used the contacts to the interested teams testing the 
enablers to further work on a business model for one of the enablers, which is still further 
developed. Due to the constant interest, it is planned to continue the service offering even 
after the end of the EuropeanPioneers programme and improved commercial terms and 
conditions are under consideration. 
 
Exploiting the learnings from the user feedback to improve FIWARE: 
Especially during the first programme, the need for improvements of FIWARE technology 
became clear. Fraunhofer IAIS established contacts to FICORE in order to make the 
community aware of the shortcomings. Concrete proposals for improvements were made 
and were implemented by the responsible companies during the course of the first 
programme. Based on the feedback of the second batch of teams and from other 
accelerators, further improvements and a quality assurance process have been proposed. 
The discussions with FICORE resulted in Fraunhofer IAIS entering the FICORE consortium 
to support the implementation of the proposed quality assurance process.  

 
 

5. Annex 
5.1. Report on Startup Activities  

Programme name: EXPAMECO / EUROPEAN PIONEERS 
Coordinator:   etventure/European Innovation Hub 
Total budget:  €5,7m, from which €4,56m went to 25 startups.  

  



 

 
 
Provide a general overview about your programme 

 
The European Pioneers accelerator took place between June 2014 to May 2016 in two 
programmes that accelerated 25 startups in total. Average grant values in Programme 1 
were €193k, Programme 2: €175. 

 
Programme 1: e-learning, pervasive gaming, smart city services, social connected tv  
The open call for startups attracted 265 applications from across Europe over three 
months of promotion activities including promotion in press, startup & FIWARE events, 
meetups, social media and startup networks in addition to referrals from the consortia’s 
network. 23 teams were invited to present at the Selection day in Berlin. EuropeanPioneers 
selected 12 startup teams from nine countries across four target business sectors: e 
learning, pervasive gaming, smart city services, social connected tv. Average grants 
awarded per startup were €193k.  

 
Programme 2: Wider scope - social & learning, media & content and smart cities 
The open call attracted 661 applications.  Programme 2 built on the learnings from the 
previous programmeme and leveraged startup networks developed both by the first 
programmeme in addition to the increasing sophistication of the startup landscape across 
Europe, resulting in the rise of startup hubs with networked ecosystems that were well 
placed for the promotional activities of the accelerator. This resulted in a sharp increase in 
the number of applications and increase in the quality of applications with higher numbers of 
startups with later stage products in development. The final selection showed a key 
clustering of applications that met the selection criteria and filtering process from the main 
startup hubs of London, Berlin, Tel Aviv, in addition to startups from other key emerging 
ecosystems. EuropeanPioneers selected 13 teams from Berlin, London, Tel Aviv, Barcelona 
and Copenhagen covering this time a wider scope with three core areas social & learning, 
media & content and smart cities. This change was initiated by the learnings from the first 
programme that showed little interest in the areas of pervasive gaming anfd social connected 
TV underscoring the need to broaden the startup product themes. This also contributed to 
the higher number of applications over the the 4 month of promotion, evaluations and 
selection of startups. Average grants awarded per startup were €175k. 
 
 
Major achievements by the sub grantees within the programme during or after 
the programme 
 
The following is a summary of major achievements by startups in the EuropeanPioneers 
programmes 1 and 2. 
 
Programme 1 
Livecoding.tv - Joined Y- combinator. 
Livecoding developed a service that allows coders to share the work they are developing 
and gather feedback from their community of viewers in real time. The service grew 
organically and attracted a strong user base with over 40K signups on launch. Following 



 

programme 1 the team were selected to join the highly competitive and prestigious Y 
combinator accelerator to further develop and grow the service. 
Livecoding accepted  to Y combinator accelerator programme 
 
Muuselabs - Disney partnership 
Muuselabs developed a novel approach to children’s toys by attaching RFID chips to cut out 
characters that would activate parts of a story when placed on a custom Muuselabs story 
stage. The product attracted strong interest from book publishers and toy companies and in 
May 2015 Muuselabs started a partnership with Disney to develop products with their 
characters, stories and film releases. Today (July 2016) Muuselabs has pivoted and 
launched a new product called the Jooki with a campaign on kickstarter that sold out on early 
bird offers in the first few days. 
 
Zylia - Joined Next Step Challenge Accelerator with Bang & Olufson 
Zylia has developed a multi mic array for 3D audio recording to replace complex mic setups 
for band recordings. Through user testing interviews the product attracted interest from 
music producers, artists, large event organisers and surveillance companies. Following the 
programme Zylia was invited to join the next step challenge accelerator in partnership with 
Bang and Olufson. They are currently exploring mass production of their hardware. 
Zylia accepted into the Next Step Challenge Accelerator with Bang & Olufson  
 
Toby Rich - Successful Kickstarter Launch 
Toby Rich developed a smart plain product with applications for their controller software and 
hardware in consumer and business oriented fields. The product had a successful kickstarter 
on launch. 
Toby Rich launched successful kickstarter campaign (€100k) 
 
Eloptico - Google glass development collaboration 
Eloptico developed a glass solution for dentists to check patients’ dental history through a 
visual overlay using the glass. The team started a cooperation with Google’s Glass Dev 
Team. 
 
Programme 2 
 
Watly - Documentation of pilot on Discovery Channel 
Watly conceptualised and are developing next generation autonomous city infrastructure for 
clean energy, water and sanitation. The first product was piloted in Ghana and covered by 
the Discovery channel. 
Watly featured on Discovery Channel 
 
INFARM - Pilot of indoor farm with Metro Group 
INFARM have a developed indoor stackable vertical farms that reduce wastage in food 
production travel while creating fresh vegetables and herbs using their proprietary tech. 
Metro Group the world’s largest wholesale retailer after Walmart approached them to pilot 
their solution at the Metro in Berlin and roll-out internationally.  
INFARM pilot with Metro Group  
 
Splash VR - SXSW winners & largest international seed round in Berlin 1H 2016. 



 

Splash VR created the first mobile app to record moments in 3D video that can be shared to 
social media. The app launched at SXSW, won 1st place in VR and attracted 30k downloads 
on launch reaching the top of producthunt. Subsequently the team closed the largest seed 
round of 2016 to date attracting renown seed stage institutional investors and angels from 
the US, UK and Germany. 
Splash VR wins SXSW accelerator award. Raises $2.5m seed round - Announcement 
 
Pico.buzz - Pilot with broadcatser Sport1 
Pico.buzz developed a service to aggregate relavant social content at live events to assist 
social media teams to improve engagement around their brands. They conducted extensive 
interviews and testing with potential clients which allowed them to rapidly prototypes and 
update their product. As of April 2016 they won a pitch to pilot with Sport1, one of the largest 
sports broadcasters in Europe and are currently integrating their product into the company 
operations. 
 
Highlight the key support activities provided to your startups 
 
The accelerator supported the startups in the following ways 
● Mentoring & Training by EuropeanPioneers team, Consortia, Startup Mentors 
● FIWARE support 
● User Testing Projects coordination 
● Product launch support 
● Promotion of startups in tech events and to tech journalists. 
● Introductions to business development partners and VCs 
● Startup product development strategy and insights  
● Pitch training 
This accelerator maintains regular contact with the teams and this support has extended 
beyond the programme as startups seek advice and input on their strategies and growth 
plans as they continue to progress. 
 
Building a good relationship to the technical members of each startup team is crucial in order 
to support the teams regarding FIWARE usage. Therefore, a first contact to the startup 
teams was established during the Welcome Days in Berlin and further intensified at 
dedicated physical and virtual meetings. In between those meetings, bilateral communication 
with all startup teams took place to track the process regarding the agreed FIWARE 
milestones. This strategy was continued until the final stages of the programme. Key support 
activities were the support and training events of the programme. To meet the startup face-
to-face and one-on-one allowed for establishing a good relationship and a deeper 
understanding of the current needs and problems of the teams related to FIWARE. In 
addition to one-on-one mentoring sessions, plenary presentations on FIWARE related topics 
were given and a final feedback workshop with all teams were conducted during the 
Welcome and Training Days.      
 
 
Major traction from the startups you have worked with before and after the 
programme  

 
The following are major traction points from a selection of startups: 



 

SplashVR 
The startup started the programmeme under the name Viorama as a service to create VR 
content for brands and invented a method to record 3D moments on mobile phones which 
became the basis of their pivot to a consumer app for anyone to share moments in VR or 3D 
video. The team started with no real user, but launched their service with their new name 
“Splash” just in time for the SXSW accelerator competition in March 2016 in Austin. Their 
launch was covered by the influential tech personality Robert Scoble. They managed to 
realize 30,000 downloads right after launch. In July 2016 Splash raised a $2.5m seed round 
from top tier international seed investors and angels which is the largest seed round in 2016 
to date in Berlin. 
 
Beaconinside  
The Berlin-based team had already launched their hardware and software when entering the 
programmeme. They used the EuropeanPioneers support to gather feedback from potential 
clients about product market fit and developed a focused business development and sales 
approach. They realized 400 B2B client sign ups and converted 5% of those sign-ups into 
customers. 
 
Infarm 
The Israeli team based in Berlin started with consumer based home kits and pivoted to an 
indoor stackable system for food retailers and hospitality venues following strong interest 
from the Metro Group to implement this across their stores. The startup generated €50.000 
in revenues throughout the programmeme, highered 5 new employees and 6 interns. Metro 
group became a long-term client. To date Infarm negotiates with 7 potential clients and 
international retailers. 
 
Pico.buzz  
Pico.buzz started the programmeme with an sdk for customed event apps. Based on 
user/customer feedback the team pivoted towards a web dashboard to aggregate the most 
engaged social media at an event for brands to reuse and engage their followers. Pico pilost 
with Germany’s largest sports broadcaster Sport1. 
 
TobyRich 
Pivoted from hardware focused toys company at the start of programmeme to a supplier of 
software and tech for smart toys. The company grew revenues to €800.000 during the 
programmeme and hired 5 new employees and had a successful Kickstarter campaign. 
TobyRich plans to launch new products on Q3 and Q4 2016. 
 
Zylia  
Developed basic prototypes at the start of the programmeme to a product for demos and 
user testing. The company used the programme to find market-product fit through interviews 
with music producers, sound engineers, VR and game companies, business modeling and 
product development towards the first MVP which resulted in 8 new hires. The product is due 
to launch in September 2016 with 7 potential partner companies interested in the product 
and a database of 500 potential customers.  
 
Konnektid 



 

Konnektid started the programmeme with a growing user base and worked on developing 
and validating a business model during programme. The focus now is lifelong learning for 
professionals aged 25-40. The team has currently growing revenues and is scaling up the 
business model. They closed additional €300k funding during the 8 months of the 
programmeme. 
 
Smartdrive / Konetik 
Konetik started the programmeme with a demo prototype for mobility data extraction from 
cars. The company used the programmeme to develop their product and access 
customers/users. Following further refinements after the programmeme Konetik started a 
pilot launching in July 2016.  
 
Muuselabs / Jooki 
The company pivoted during the EuropeanPioneers programmeme to address the smart toy 
business. The team developed a product that was approved by Disney Consumer Products 
Europe. In the end of the programmeme, Muuselabs managed to sell the technology rights to 
a US toy manufacturer. The team is currently developing a new product based on an original 
vision which is live on kickstarter in July 2016 and sold out on early offer categories. 
 
 
Have you published within FIWARE.org the results of your first/second batch 
of startups? If yes share the url below 
 

● https://www.fiware.org/?s=europeanpioneers 
● https://www.fiware.org/event/push-back-the-frontiers-meet-the-final-batch-of-

europeanpioneers/ 
● https://www.fiware.org/press-coverage/eu-accelerator-europeanpioneers-fordert-13-

startups-mit-uber-2-millionen-euro/ 
● https://www.fiware.org/success_stories/usheru 
● http://www.fi-impact.eu/media/FI-

IMPACT_EuropeanPioneers_Audiotube_FIWAREShortProfile.pdf 
● http://www.fi-impact.eu/media/FI-

IMPACT_EuropeanPioneers_Beaconinside_FIWAREShortProfile.pdf 
● http://www.fi-impact.eu/media/FI-

IMPACT_EuropeanPioneers_lingua.ly_FIWAREShortProfile.pdf 
● http://www.fi-impact.eu/media/FI-

IMPACT_EuropeanPioneers_Livecoding.tv_FIWAREShortProfile.pdf 
● http://www.fi-impact.eu/media/FI-

IMPACT_EuropeanPioneers_TobyRich_FIWAREShortProfile.pdf 
 
In terms of external partners/professionals, who have been the most 
resourceful and supportive partner that had a big contribution in the overall 
programme? 
 
The EuropeanPioneers accelerator programme stands out for it’s well-organized training 
days that were carried out every two months for all startups in Berlin, London and Tel Aviv. 
While the organization of events, training sessions as well as mentorings in Berlin could be 
organized without any external support, the training days in Tel Aviv and in London could 



 

only happen because of the great support of our partners Wayra and Tileyard Music Labs in 
London and the University of Tel Aviv in Israel. Without their great help - making connections 
for trainers hosting training sessions on Storytelling, Cap Table Management, Startup CEO 
Coaching or Growth Hacking or dozens of mentors in both cities the training days would not 
have been that attractive and supportive for the EuropeanPioneers teams. On top of that all 
three partners offered their event locations for free to the accelerator team and send many 
attractive teams our way who applied to the programme, e.g. the London-based teams 
Doowapp and ChangeAlert did both participate in the Wayra London incubation programme 
when they applied to EuropeanPioneers. 
  
Besides approaching the H2020 calls, have you or the other partners in the 
consortium considered other ways to secure the continuation of your 
programme? If no, why not? 
 
We have applied for new FIWARE accelerator programmes to continue to build upon the 
expertise developed through EuropeanPioneers and further support the ecosystem of 
FIWARE development which has shown its relevance to startup product prototyping in our 
two programmes. We are targeting later stage startups for FIWARE development as they are 
better placed to conduct FIWARE prototyping and pilots with corporates.  
The FIWARE-related network as well as the knowledge on success factors of open calls with 
the goal to implement a new technology, that was both built by running EuropeanPioneers, 
will be transferred to the new EU-project “Be-IoT - Business engine for the Internet of 
Things”, a CSA for the next IoT ecosystem called IoT-EPI (European Platforms Initiative - 
www.iot-epi.eu). This CSA is coordinated by European Innovation Hub/etventure with it’s 
partners Fraunhofer IAIS, Challengy Israel, Swedish ICT and Fauborg Numérique. The last 
one is member of the iHub-network and expert for FIWARe enablers in the area of IoT. Thus 
three partners running the CSA had an active role in the FIWARE ecosystem and will 
explore their experiences and capabilities while running the new project and building the IoT 
technology ecosystem. 
  
How do you measure the Return of Investment (ROI) of your programme? 
 
Network Building in European Startup Ecosystems 
The two-year programme has allowed EuropeanPioneers to develop strong expertise in 
FIWARE and startup acceleration. It has also supported network building and the 
development of startup ecosystems across Europe while fostering direct relationships with 
corporate innovation teams or industry professionals that support our interactions for user 
testing and pilot development with startups.  
 
Identifying and Supporting Innovative Startups in New Categories 
The VC investment community has recognised the quality of startups EuropeanPioneers has 
accelerated. A top tier VC described the EP programme as unlike other accelerator 
programmes in that the startup teams we source through our promotion, evaluation and 
selection process and through our networks are high quality european startups that they only 
hear about after our programmes finish and the startups achieve key traction or funding. In 
other mainstream accelerator programmes VCs tend to already know the startups in the 
programme before the accelerators approach them. EuropeanPioneers has developed a 
unique positioning within startup networks and know-how that allows us to find and select the 



 

next wave of truly innovative european startups targeting new categories, that would 
normally be overlooked due their stage and risk profile and support their development to 
launch. This has been demonstrated through some of the key highlights we mention in this 
report of startups joining highly acclaimed accelerators after EuropeanPioneers 
(livecoding.tv), winning pilots with the largest food retailers in the world (INFARM) and 
winning awards and raising the highest seed rounds of 2016 to date (SplashVR). The ROI of 
the programme can be measured through the value returned to the startups participating in a 
unique programme focused on product development and user testing that has assisted them 
in understanding their users, converting them to customers, raising investment and 
supporting their needs through mentoring and introductions via dedicated programme 
managers supporting each team with their development needs. 
 
Corporate and Startup Partnerships 
EuropeanPioneers has developed a recognisable brand for startup acceleration within the 
startup community. This continues to attract enquiries from startups, direct and referred, for 
assistance with product development and market entry which is creating new opportunities 
for European Innovation Hub to continue to support startup product development and 
FIWARE. Additionally, corporates seeking to work with startups are noting the quality of 
startups we have worked with including the key pilots mentioned above. European 
Innovation Hub is receiving requests to assist corporates in their understanding of startups 
and how to integrate collaborating with startups into their digitisation strategies. Since the 
programme only ended in May 2016, it is still too early to measure the ROI of this outcome 
which would be on the basis of new business relationships to assist with corporate and 
startup partnerships. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

5.2. Photo Diary European Pioneers  
First Open Call, 2014 
 
European Conference on the Future Internet in Munich, September 2014  
 

 
Figure 9: EuropeanPioneers director Laura Kohler is presenting the programme to the 
conference attendees 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

Startup Salamanca, September 2014 
 

 
Figure 10: Laura Kohler is talking about EuropeanPioneers & FIWARE at the startup 
event 

TechCamp on FIWARE in Berlin, October 2014 
 

 
Figure 11: Laura Kohler introduces the TechCamp participants to EuropeanPioneers 



 

 
Startup Weekend in Berlin, October 2014 
 

 
Figure 12: Teams are working on their pitch for the Startup weekend 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

First Batch: December 2014 – July 2015 
 
Welcome Days in Berlin, December 2015 
 

 
Figure 13: The director of EuropeanPioneers, Laura Kohler, is welcoming the first batch 
of teams to the programme 

 
Figure 14: Laura Kohler and Philipp Herrmann (etventure founder and CEO) are 
presenting the agenda  for EuropeanPioneers 



 

Training Days in Berlin, February 2015 
 

 
Figure 15: Programme manager Martin Weber gives a lecture on business modelling 

 
Figure 16: Teams and mentors are discussing their business models 

 
 



 

Training Days in Berlin, May 2015 
  

 
Figure 17: Teams receive a lecture on Marketing strategy 

 
Second Open Call, 2015 
 
FiWARE conference in Tel Aviv, May 2015 
 

 
Figure 18: Programme manager Martin Weber presents EuropeanPioneers to 
conference attendees in Tel Aviv 



 

 
Tech All Stars in London, June 2015 
 

 
Figure 19: The KonnektID founder is presenting their work witht EuropeanPioneers in 
London 

 
Tech Camp in Dublin, May 2015 
 

 
Figure 20: Training session on the implmementation of FIWARE 



 

  
Demo Day in Berlin, July 2015: The first batch presented their progress to 
mentors, investors and influencers 
 

 
Figure 21: Laura Kohler, the director of EuropeanPioneers, is introducing the 
programme and the teams to the demo day guests

 
Figure 22: European Commissioner Peter Fatelnig talks on EuropeanPioneers 



 

 
Figure 23: One of the teams, livecoding.tv, is pitching on stage 

 

 
Figure 24: All teams from the first batch are celebrating a successful demo day 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

Second Batch: August 2015 – April 2016  
 
Welcome Days in Berlin, August 2015 
 

 
Figure 25: The teams receive their first lectures of the programme 

 
Figure 26: The first mentoring session for the second batch teams are held 



 

 
 
Training Days in Tel Aviv, October 2015 
 

 
Figure 27: The teams have individual mentoring sessions 

 
Figure 28: The second batch team Watly is consulting with their mentor 



 

 
Training Days in London, December 2015 
 

 
Figure 29: The teams kick-off their training days with a lecture at Wayra 

 
Figure 30: Th teams receive valuable advice from their mentors 



 

 
Training Days in Berlin, February 2016 
 

 
Figure 31: Programme manager Martin Weber gives a training session to the teams 

 
Press Breakfast in Berlin, April 2016 
 

 
Figure 32: The EuropeanPioneers programme and the teams are introduced to German 
press representatives 



 

Demo Day in Berlin, April 2016: The teams from the second batch presented their 
progress to mentors, investors and influencers 

 

 
Figure 33: European Commissioner Bogdan Ceobanu is greeting the guests at the demo 
day 

 
Figure 34: EuropeanPioneers director Laura Kohler introduces the programme to demo 
day crowd 



 

 
Figure 35: The second batch team Doowapp is pitching to a full house 

 
Figure 36: All startup teams and the programme managers celebrate a successful demo 
day for the second batch 

 



LIST OF SCIENTIFIC (PEER REVIEWED) PUBLICATIONS, STARTING WITH THE MOST IMPORTANT ONES 

NO. Title Main 
author 

Title of 
the 

periodical 
or the 
series 

Number, date or 
frequency Publisher Place of 

publication 
Year of 

publication 
Relevant 

pages 

Permanent 
identifiers1  

(if available) 

Is/Will open 
access2 

provided to 
this 

publication? 

           
	

NOT	RELEVANT	IN	THIS	PROJECT	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

																																																													
1 A permanent identifier should be a persistent link to the published version full text if open access or abstract if article is pay per view) or to the final manuscript accepted for publication (link to 
article in repository).  
2 Open Access is defined as free of charge access for anyone via Internet. Please answer "yes" if the open access to the publication is already established and also if the embargo period for open 
access is not yet over but you intend to establish open access afterwards. 
 



LIST OF DISSEMINATION ACTIVITIES 

NO. Type of activities3 Main 
leader Title  Date/Period  Place  Type of 

audience4 

 
 

Size of 
audience 

Countries 
addressed 

1 TechCamp	and	StartupWeekend	 ETV	 EuropeanPioneers	Techcamp	
and	StartupWeekend	

15-19th	October	2014	 Berlin	 Startups	and	
SME’s	

Small,	<100	
attendees	

Germany,	
Europe	

2 TechCamp	 Thought	
Box	

Tech	Camp	Dublin	 27	May	2015	 Dublin	 Startups,	
Entrepreneurs	

Small,	~	60	
people	

Ireland,	
Europe	

3 TechCamp	 Weblify	 Tech	Camp	Warsaw	 9	June	2015	 Warsaw	 Startups,	
Entrepreneurs	

Medium,	~200	
people	

Warsaw,	
Europe	

4 Startup	Pitch	Event	 ETV	 Tech	All	Stars	 16-17	June	2015	 Brussels	 Startups,	
Entrepreneurs	

Medium,	~200	
people	

Brussels,	
Europe	

5	 Symposium	 EIH	 Innovation	Collaboration	with	
Europe	–	a	Transatlantic	
Symposium	

June	25th	,	2015	 Toronto	 Researchers,	
Entrepreneurs,	
Academia	

Small,	<100	
attendees	

Toronto,	
Canada	

6 	Webinar	 EIH	 EuropeanPioneers/FIWARE	
Webinars	

18	+	19	June	2015	 Online	 Start-ups	(mainly	
CTO’s),	
Entrepreneurs,	
SMEs	

Small,	~40	
people	

Europe	

																																																													
3		A	drop	down	list	allows	choosing	the	dissemination	activity:	publications,	conferences,	workshops,	web,	press	releases,	flyers,	articles	published	in	the	popular	press,	videos,	media	briefings,	
presentations,	exhibitions,	thesis,	interviews,	films,	TV	clips,	posters,	Other.	

4 A drop down list allows choosing the type of public: Scientific Community (higher education, Research), Industry, Civil Society, Policy makers, Medias, Other ('multiple choices' is possible). 



5 Demo	Day	 EIH	 Demo	Day	Batch	1	 July	8th,	2015	 Berlin	 Editors,	investors,	
European	
Commission	
representatives	
and	experts	from	
the	international	
startup	
community	

Large,	~300	
people	

Germany,	
Europe	

6 Conference	 EIH	 Workshop:	Open	Source	
Frameworks	und	Platt-
formentwicklungen	für	
das	Internet	der	Zukunft	–	
Lösungen,	Praxiserfahrungen,	
Perspektiven	

September	14th,	
2015	

Berlin	 FIWARE	
Experts	/	
accelerators,	
representatives	
of	the	European	
Commission,	
German	decision	
makers	

Small,	<100	
attendees	

Germany,	
Europe	

7 Meetup	 EIH	 StartupSafary	Berlin	 October	29th,	2015	 Berlin	 entrepreneurs,	
influencers	from	
the	Berlin	
community	

Small,	~30	
people	

Germany,	
Europe	

8 Conference	 EIH	 European	Conference	on	the	
Future	Internet	&	European	
Entrepreneurship	Summit	
(ECFI)	

November	4th-7th,	
2015	

Hamburg	 Accelerators,	
startups,	VCs,	
developers/	
FIWARE	
community	

Large,	~500	
people	

Germany,	
Europe	

9 Press	conference	 EIH	 Press	breakfast	 April	13th,	2016	 Berlin	 Media	
representatives	

Small,	~30	
people	

Germany,	
Europe	

10 Demo	Day	 EIH	 Demo	Day	Batch	2	 April	14th,	2016	 Berlin	 Editors,	investors,	
European	
Commission	
representatives	
and	experts	from	
the	international	
startup	
community	

Large,	~300	
people	

Germany,	
Europe	



11 Conference	 EIH	 Womenize	 April	21st,	2016	 Berlin	 entrepreneurs,	
Investors,	
corporate	
representatives,	
Accelerators	

Large,	~200	
people	

Germany,	
Europe	

12 Conference EIH Stargate Innovation Day May 23rd, 2016 Vienna EuropeanPioneers	
startups,	FIWARE	
experts/Accelerato	
rs,	representatives	
of	the	European	
Commission	

Medium,	~100	
people 

Vienna, 
Austria 

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

Table	adapted	to	show	applications	by	the	startups	who	participated	in	the	acceleration	programme	

	



LIST OF APPLICATIONS FOR PATENTS, TRADEMARKS, REGISTERED DESIGNS, ETC. 

Type of IP 
Rights5:   

Confidential  
Click on 
YES/NO 

Foreseen 
embargo date 
dd/mm/yyyy Application 

reference(s) 
(e.g. EP123456) 

Subject or title of application Applicant (s) (as on the application) 
 

PCT patent 
application 

YES 18.01.2017 NA  Audio encoding and 
decoding method  Zylia 

EPO patent 
application 

YES 15.10.2016 NA  Tonal Component 
Coding  Zylia 

Polish Patent 
application 

YES 9.02.2017 NA  Microphone recording 
system  Zylia 

Trademark NO NA NA TopPlace TM Avuxi 

United States 
Patent 
Application 

YES NA No. 
62/057,390 

A system for scanning 
and modelling a human 
body part for virtual 
fitting and sizing 
recommendations Fitfully 

      
         

	

	

	

	

																																																													
5 A drop down list allows choosing the type of IP rights: Patents, Trademarks, Registered designs, Utility models, Others. 

 



	

	

	

Exploitable	Foreground	

Type of 
Exploitable 
Foreground6 

Description 
of 

exploitable 
foreground 

Confidential 
Click on 
YES/NO 

Foreseen 
embargo 

date 
dd/mm/yyyy 

Exploitable 
product(s) or 
measure(s) 

Sector(s) of 
application7 

Timetable, 
commercial or 
any other use 

Patents or 
other IPR 
exploitation 
(licences) 

Owner & Other 
Beneficiary(s) 
involved 

         
         

	

NOT	RELEVANT	IN	THIS	PROJECT	

	

In addition to the table, please provide a text to explain the exploitable foreground, in particular: 
 
• Its purpose 
• How the foreground might be exploited, when and by whom 
• IPR exploitable measures taken or intended 
• Further research necessary, if any 
• Potential/expected impact (quantify where possible) 
	

	

																																																													
19 A drop down list allows choosing the type of foreground: General advancement of knowledge, Commercial exploitation of R&D results, Exploitation of R&D results via standards, exploitation 
of results through EU policies, exploitation of results through (social) innovation. 
7 A drop down list allows choosing the type sector (NACE nomenclature) :  http://ec.europa.eu/competition/mergers/cases/index/nace_all.html 



	

	

	

4.1 Report on societal implications 
 
Replies to the following questions will assist the Commission to obtain statistics and indicators on societal and socio-economic issues addressed by 
projects. The questions are arranged in a number of key themes. As well as producing certain statistics, the replies will also help identify those projects 
that have shown a real engagement with wider societal issues, and thereby identify interesting approaches to these issues and best practices. The 
replies for individual projects will not be made public. 
 
 

A General Information (completed automatically when Grant Agreement number is entered. 
Grant Agreement Number:  

632871 

Title of Project:  
ExpaMeco/ European Pioneers 

Name and Title of Coordinator:  
European Innovation Hub GmbH 

B Ethics  
 

1. Did your project undergo an Ethics Review (and/or Screening)? 
 
• If Yes: have you described the progress of compliance with the relevant Ethics 

Review/Screening Requirements in the frame of the periodic/final project reports? 
 
Special Reminder: the progress of compliance with the Ethics Review/Screening Requirements should be 
described in the Period/Final Project Reports under the Section 3.2.2 'Work Progress and Achievements' 
 

 
 

0Yes XNo 

2.      Please indicate whether your project involved any of the following issues (tick 
box) : 

 



RESEARCH ON HUMANS 
• Did the project involve children?   
• Did the project involve patients?  
• Did the project involve persons not able to give consent?  
• Did the project involve adult healthy volunteers?  
• Did the project involve Human genetic material?  
• Did the project involve Human biological samples?  
• Did the project involve Human data collection?  

RESEARCH ON HUMAN EMBRYO/FOETUS 
• Did the project involve Human Embryos?  
• Did the project involve Human Foetal Tissue / Cells?  
• Did the project involve Human Embryonic Stem Cells (hESCs)?  
• Did the project on human Embryonic Stem Cells involve cells in culture?  
• Did the project on human Embryonic Stem Cells involve the derivation of cells from Embryos?  

PRIVACY 
• Did the project involve processing of genetic information or personal data (eg. health, sexual 

lifestyle, ethnicity, political opinion, religious or philosophical conviction)? 
 

• Did the project involve tracking the location or observation of people?  
RESEARCH ON ANIMALS 

• Did the project involve research on animals?  
• Were those animals transgenic small laboratory animals?  
• Were those animals transgenic farm animals?  
• Were those animals cloned farm animals?  
• Were those animals non-human primates?   

RESEARCH INVOLVING DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 
• Did the project involve the use of local resources (genetic, animal, plant etc)?  
• Was the project of benefit to local community (capacity building, access to healthcare, education 

etc)? 
 

DUAL USE   
• Research having direct military use 0 Yes X No 
• Research having the potential for terrorist abuse  



C Workforce Statistics  

3.       Workforce statistics for the project: Please indicate in the table below the number of people 
who worked on the project (on a headcount basis). 

Type of Position Number of Women Number of Men 

Scientific Coordinator   1  0 
Work package leaders  3  2 
Experienced researchers (i.e. PhD holders)  0  3 
PhD Students  0  0 
Other  NA NA 

4. How many additional researchers (in companies and universities) were 
recruited specifically for this project? 

 

Of which, indicate the number of men:  
 

 
NA 



D   Gender Aspects  
5.        Did you carry out specific Gender Equality Actions under the project? 
 

¡ 
X 

Yes 
No  

6. Which of the following actions did you carry out and how effective were they?  
   Not at all 

 effective 
   Very 

effective 
 

  q Design and implement an equal opportunity policy ¡ ¡ ¡ ¡ ¡ 
  q Set targets to achieve a gender balance in the workforce ¡ ¡ ¡ ¡ ¡ 
  q Organise conferences and workshops on gender ¡ ¡ ¡ ¡ ¡ 
  q Actions to improve work-life balance ¡ ¡ ¡ ¡ ¡ 
  ¡ Other:  

7. Was there a gender dimension associated with the research content – i.e. wherever people were 
the focus of the research as, for example, consumers, users, patients or in trials, was the issue of gender 
considered and addressed? 

  X Yes- please specify  
 

  ¡ No  

E Synergies with Science Education  

8.        Did your project involve working with students and/or school pupils (e.g. open days, 
participation in science festivals and events, prizes/competitions or joint projects)? 

  ¡ Yes- please specify  
 

  X No 

9. Did the project generate any science education material (e.g. kits, websites, explanatory 
booklets, DVDs)?  

  ¡ Yes- please specify  
 

  X No 

Number	of	female	founders	was	observed	during	the	project	–	second	accelerator	
batch	was	used	to	foster	more	female	entrepreneurship	//	one	project	partner	

(Christina	Luminea)	was	speaker	at	several	female	founder	events	



F Interdisciplinarity  

10.     Which disciplines (see list below) are involved in your project?  
  X Main discipline8: 5.2 Economics 
  X Associated discipline8: Information 

Technology 
¡   Associated discipline8: 

 

G Engaging with Civil society and policy makers 
11a      Did your project engage with societal actors beyond the research 

community?  (if 'No', go to Question 14) 
X 
¡ 

Yes 
No  

11b If yes, did you engage with citizens (citizens' panels / juries) or organised civil society 
(NGOs, patients' groups etc.)?  

  ¡ No 
  ¡ Yes- in determining what research should be performed  
  ¡ Yes - in implementing the research  
  X Yes, in communicating /disseminating / using the results of the project 

11c In doing so, did your project involve actors whose role is mainly to 
organise the dialogue with citizens and organised civil society (e.g. 
professional mediator; communication company, science museums)? 

¡ 
X 

Yes 
No  

12.    Did you engage with government / public bodies or policy makers (including international 
organisations) 

  ¡ No 
  X Yes- in framing the research agenda 
  ¡ Yes - in implementing the research agenda à FIWARE in Germany 
  ¡ Yes, in communicating /disseminating / using the results of the project 

13a Will the project generate outputs (expertise or scientific advice) which could be used by 
policy makers? 

  ¡ Yes – as a primary objective (please indicate areas below- multiple answers possible) 
  X Yes – as a secondary objective (please indicate areas below - multiple answer possible) 



  X No 

13b  If Yes, in which fields? 
Agriculture X (INFARM) 
Audiovisual and Media  
Budget  
Competition  
Consumers  
Culture  
Customs  
Development Economic and 
Monetary Affairs  
Education, Training, Youth  
Employment and Social Affairs 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Energy (WATLY) 
Enlargement  
Enterprise  
Environment  
External Relations 
External Trade 
Fisheries and Maritime Affairs  
Food Safety  
Foreign and Security Policy  
Fraud 
Humanitarian aid 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Human rights  
Information Society 
Institutional affairs  
Internal Market  
Justice, freedom and security  
Public Health  
Regional Policy  
Research and Innovation (all outputs of the 
project) 
Space 
Taxation  
Transport 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

																																																													
8 Insert number from list below (Frascati Manual). 



13c   If Yes, at which level? 
  ¡ Local / regional levels 
  ¡ National level 
  X European level 
  ¡ International level 

H Use and dissemination  

14.    How many Articles were published/accepted for publication in 
peer-reviewed journals?  

NA 

To how many of these is open access9 provided?  

       How many of these are published in open access journals?  

       How many of these are published in open repositories?  

To how many of these is open access not provided?  

       Please check all applicable reasons for not providing open access:  
       q publisher's licensing agreement would not permit publishing in a repository 
       q no suitable repository available 
       q no suitable open access journal available 
       q no funds available to publish in an open access journal 
       q lack of time and resources 
       q lack of information on open access 
       q other10: …………… 

 

15. How many new patent applications (‘priority filings’) have been made?  
("Technologically unique": multiple applications for the same invention in different 
jurisdictions should be counted as just one application of grant). 

NA 

Trademark  

Registered design   



16. Indicate how many of the following Intellectual 
Property Rights were applied for (give number in 
each box).   

Other  

17.    How many spin-off companies were created / are planned as a direct 
result of the project?  

25 startups were 
supported 
during the 
project 

Indicate the approximate number of additional jobs in these companies: 120 

18.   Please indicate whether your project has a potential impact on employment, in comparison 
with the situation before your project:  

 X Increase in employment, or X In small & medium-sized enterprises 
 q Safeguard employment, or  q In large companies 
 q Decrease in employment,  q None of the above / not relevant to the project 
 q Difficult to estimate / not possible to quantify    

19.   For your project partnership please estimate the employment effect 
resulting directly from your participation in Full Time Equivalent (FTE = 
one person working fulltime for a year) jobs: 

 
 
 
Difficult to estimate / not possible to quantify 

Indicate figure: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
X 

																																																													
9 Open Access is defined as free of charge access for anyone via Internet. 
10 For instance: classification for security project. 



I Media and Communication to the general public  

20. As part of the project, were any of the beneficiaries professionals in communication or 
media relations? 

  ¡ Yes X No 

21. As part of the project, have any beneficiaries received professional media / communication 
training / advice to improve communication with the general public? 

  X Yes ¡ No 

22 Which of the following have been used to communicate information about your project to 
the general public, or have resulted from your project?  

 X Press Release X Coverage in specialist press 
 X Media briefing X Coverage in general (non-specialist) press  
 q TV coverage / report X Coverage in national press  
 q Radio coverage / report X Coverage in international press 
 X Brochures /posters / flyers  X Website for the general public / internet 
 X DVD /Film /Multimedia X Event targeting general public (festival, conference, 

exhibition, science café) 

23 In which languages are the information products for the general public produced?  

 X Language of the coordinator X English 
 q Other language(s)   
 
	

	

	

	

	



Report on the distribution of the European Union financial contribution between beneficiaries 
 
 
Name	of	beneficiary	 Final	amount	of	EU	contribution	per	beneficiary	

in	Euros	
1. European	Innovation	Hub	GmbH	 4,582,474	€	
2. Etventure	GmbH	 			740,987	€	
3. Fraunhofer	IAIS	 		296,147	€	
4. Thoughtbox	 				91,886	€	
5. Weblify	 			46,306	€	
6. F-Secure	 		19,041	€	

Total			 5,776,841	€	
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